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Abstract
The aim of the work is to elucidate if there is a significant difference between the ability to maintain balance with or 
without the biofeedback while standing and identify specific segments that takes place of motion solutions of postural 
problems. We measured postural parameters using 6 tri-axial accelerometers placed in 6 places: 2× lower leg, 2× 
thigh, processus spinosus vertebrae L5 and C7. Probands absolved 3 postural tasks and 3 dynamic tasks. Postural: 
quiet standing with feet apart with eyes open, quiet standing with feet together with eye closed, quiet standing with feet 
apart with eyes open and with visual biofeedback. We used system Homebalance - interactive system for providing of 
balance training with visual biofeedback. Results show no significant difference between C7 and L5 for task without 
VBF (visual biofeedback) and with VBF, but SD VPG (sum of scatter of the acceleration) for thigh and ankle show 
significant difference between each task on every level. We detected that in open eyes majority of probands used ankle-
strategy for maintaining balance. In eyes closed they preferred knee and hip strategy. The biggest accelerations were 
detected in C7 in eyes closed. Due to visual biofeedback patients are more motivated and they improve their skills faster 
than without visual biofeedback exercise. Strategy of maintaining balance during tasks with open eyes and eyes closed 
is different.
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Introduction 

Postural stability and its disorders is very important 
phenomenon in which many types of research is 
focused. The reason is to understand the processes of 
maintaining our body in balanced position.

The aim of this study is to identify a specific segment 
that takes place of motion solutions of postural 
problems. The aim of the work is to elucidate if there is 
a significant difference between the ability to maintain 
balance in the healthy population with or without the 
biofeedback while standing and identify specific 
segments that takes place of motion solutions of 
postural problems.

The uniqueness measuring postural function that 
moves the segments are small scale, but with greater 
frequency changes. And detection of these changes is 
crucial information strategy postural system. The wider 
range of variability detect motion, the greater the 
energy intensity.

Acceleration of the movement is the change of 
movement (determinated by kinematic and dynamic 
values) but also the energy invested in the process of 

maintaining stability. If the body is stable, the 
acceleration of the movement is fluent and less 
challenging for maintaining balance.

Experimental 

We measured postural parameters using 6 tri-axial 
accelerometers and main unit - X MoCap Xbus kit and 
force platform with visual biofeedback (VBF) -
Homebalance. We placed accelerometers in 6 places: 
2×lower leg, 2×thigh, processus spinosus vertebrae L5 
and C7.

X Sens

X Sens is new 3D motion tracking technology used 
in last years. Its accuracy is compared to motion 
capture systems, it is easy to use and portable. 

The MTx measurement unit consists of 3D 
gyroscopes, 3D accelerometers and 3D magnetometers 
(38×53×21 mm, 30 g). The sensor modules are con-
nected to the Xbus Masters, which synchronizes all 
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sensor sampling, provides sensors with power and 
handles the wireless communication with the PC or 
laptop [1, 2].

Homebalance

Homebalance is interactive system for home-based 
therapy of balance disorders. It provides balance 
training with visual biofeedback, which is low-cost and 
portable. It consists of tablet, portable stabilometric 
platform and diagnostic and therapeutic software 
providing gemlike therapy [3].

Experiment 

Probands absolved 3 postural tasks and 3 dynamic 
tasks. Postural: quiet standing with feet apart with eyes 
open (M1), quiet standing with feet together with eye 
closed (M2), quiet standing with feet apart with eyes 
open and with visual biofeedback (M3). Dynamic: 
Shifting center of gravity (COG) while standing with 
feet apart with eyes open according to a biofeedback 
(M4–6). Tasks were repeated twice in the same order.

We tested 10 healthy subjects without CNS, 
rheumatoid or other disease: 6 women, 4 men, age 28.5
(SD ± 2.953341), height 172.3 cm (SD ± 10.40353), 
weight 67.4 kg (SD ± 8.33).

We evaluated parameter SD VPG (sum of scatter of 
the acceleration in measured segments in 3D which 
shows changes in acceleration in every directions of 
Cartesian system) and score from the VBF tasks.

Results 

We evaluated statistical difference between statics 
tasks: eyes open (M1), eyes closed (M2), eyes open 
with biofeedback (M3) with two sample t-test and we 
tested each horizontal line (ankle, thigh, lumbar spine, 
cervical spine) – Tab. 1.

Tab. 1: SD VPG of subjects for each task; average 
value.

  C7 L5 Thigh Ankle 

M1 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.09 

M2 0.21 0.23 0.23 0.20 

M3 0.15 0.17 0.17 0.15 

Results show no significant difference between C7 
and L5 for task without VBF (M1) and with VBF 
(M3), but SD VPG for thigh and ankle show significant 
difference between each task on every level.

In eyes closed are deviations of the posture bigger 
compared to open eyes. This is commonly described 
phenomenon in many studies about posturography. We 
detected that in open eyes majority of probands used 
ankle-strategy for maintaining balance. In eyes closed 

they preferred knee and hip strategy. The biggest 
accelerations were detected in C7 in eyes closed.

Tab. 2: Significant difference for static tasks, T-test; 
p=0.05 (light grey) and for p=0.001 (dark grey).

   C7 L5 thigh ankle 
M1 M2 0.007 0 0.001 0.001 
M1 M3 0.069 0.075 0.035 0.017 
M2 M3 0.034 0.028 0.029 0.018 

Fig. 1: SD VPG - sum of scatter of the acceleration in 
measured segments in 3D; Eyes open (EO), Eyes 
closed (EC), Eyes open with visual biofeedback (EO + 
VBF).

The second repetition of dynamic tests with VBF 
shows best score for second than the first measurement.

Pearson‘s correlation coefficient points on mutual 
relation of SD VPG on each horizontal level. It proved 
only one significant correlation on L5 between M1 and 
M2. We have observed if there is small SD VPG by 
M1, there is small SD VPG by M2. The thigh has 
overturn values in comparison M2 and M3.

Fig. 2:  Mutual relation of L5 movements between M1 
and M2.

Results show for M1 significant difference of SD 
VPG for ankle in comparison with each other segment. 
For M2 the only significant difference of SD VPG 
between thigh and C7. For M3 the only significant 
difference of SD VPG between L5 and C7. Pearson’s 
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correlation coefficient shows the same conclusion 
(table 5 below).

Tab. 3: Correlation coefficient for static tasks; p=0.05.

Tab. 4: Segment acceleration – statistic difference; 
p=0.05 (light grey), p=0.001 (dark grey).

    M1 M2 M3 

C7 L5 0.139 0.140 0.014 

C7 Thigh 0.251 0.036 0.130 

C7 Ankle 0.012 0.467 0.492 

L5 Thigh 0.406 0.491 0.403 

L5 Ankle 0.001 0.117 0.119 

Thigh Ankle 0.002 0.105 0.161 

Tab. 5: Correlation coefficient for two segments in 
static tasks M1, M2 and M3( x= no correlation).

    M1 M2 M3 
C7 L5 0.86 x 0,86 
C7 Thigh 0.73 0.86 x 
C7 Ankle 0.89 x x 
L5 Thigh 0.78 x x 
L5 Ankle 0.92 x x 

Thigh Ankle 0.84 x x 

Discussion 

Tasks with VBF shows greater SD of VPG (sum of 
scatter of the acceleration in measured segments in 3D 
which shows changes in acceleration in every 
directions of Cartesian system) than without VBF. That 
show us that the conscious correction of the COP 
interfere to cortical system of motoric control and for 
the whole body isn´t exactly natural situation.

In eyes closed are deviation of the posture bigger 
compared to open eyes. This is commonly described 
phenomenon in many studies about posturography. We 
detected that in open eyes majority of probands used 
ankle-strategy for maintaining balance. For level L5 
and C7 uses the same movement stabilization strategy 
during M1 as during M3 (with VBF - visual biofeed-
back).

In eyes closed they preferred knee and hip strategy. 
The biggest accelerations were detected in C7 in eyes 
closed.

There are discussion about which region of the body 
is most important to maintain postural functions. It has 
been considered, that ankle has an significant 
importance for maintaining balance [4, 5]. If there is 
functional instability in ankles, our capability to main-
taining balance is affected. Precisely focused training 
for ankles has an important influence on balance [6]. It 
has been described, during 4 week postural training 
with VBF, there is improvement of anteroposterior 
sway velocity, which is dominated by ankle strategy. 
Improving ankle strategy control during tasks is 
probably the first sign of improvement in the static 
balance [7].

In our study we find out knee and hip strategy is 
preferred in eyes closed (M2).

The second repetition of dynamic tests with VBF 
shows best score for second than the first measurement. 
It matches with Bisson findings that balance training 
with virtual reality VBF has significant improvement in 
decreation reaction times of training tasks and postural 
sway in quiet standing [8, 9]. There is applied also 
experience and training form of coping with unknown 
form of required movement of COP due to task known 
as motor learning capability [10].

There are plenty of clinical studies proving, that 
training balance strategy with VBF is efficient and has 
great progress for stability parameters, especially with 
elderly people or patients with CNS disease [7–10].

Polskaia et al. [11] demonstrated that diverting 
attention away from a postural task to a continuous 
cognitive task appears to be more advantageous and 
natural for stability than using VBF. Lajoie et al. [12] 
share opinion, that requirements of standing in 
standardized /directed position may be disadvantageous 
for the study of postural control. However, Massenzo 
and Pidcoe´s study [13] shows that visual biofeedback 
in postural training is an incorporation of sophisticated 
approach in healthy participants. Jehu et al. [14] add 
that magnifying the scale of VBF improves posture. 
Kolleger et al. [15] found that vision as a stabilizing 
factor is in all age groups important and an interesting 
finding was, that visual control is more essential for 
men than for women.

Using IMU with 3D data analysis is cheaper and 
better diagnostic device than traditional posturography, 
which uses only 2D data [16]. These techniques are 
both standardized and reliable, but we can´t compare 
2D and 3D data. That could cause disagreements with 
studies conducted in 2D.

Conclusion 

Intentional correction of the COP interfering the 
motoric control process which isn´t exactly natural 
situation. That is probably the reason of greater VPG 
with VBF. However, we consider impact of VBF as 
very important, cheap and available type of 
biofeedback. Due to VBF (visual biofeedback) patients 

    C7 L5 thigh ankle 
M1 M2  x 0.89407 x x 
M1 M3  x x x x 
M2 M3  x x -0.6484 x 
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are more motivated and they improve their skills faster 
than without visual biofeedback exercise. Strategy of 
maintaining balance during tasks with EO and EC is 
different and is the subject for further researches.
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